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THE WHI'l'E HOUSE
Off ice of the Press Secretary
(Geneva, Switzerland)
For Irnnediate Release

November 18, 1985

INTERVIEW OF AHBASSADOR ARTHUR HARTMAN
BY INDEPENDENT NETWORK NEWS
Hotel Intercontinental
Geneva, Switzerland
10:02 A.M.

(L)

0
Mr. Ambassador, by the time we're on the air with
this, it'll be less than 24 hours before the summit -- first summit
session. Do you have anything nailed down yet -- any hard-and-fast
agreements that you know you can take away from the summit?
MiBASSADOR HARTMAH:

Well, I ' think one of the
that a meeting like
this is entirely precooked, and what that neglects is the
personalities cf the leaders. Our President, and I'm sure it's
exactly the same thing on the Soviet side, like to have some
decisions to make them~elves. And they like to feel that they are
conducting a conversation that may, in fact, form what comes out of
this meeting.
di~fi~ultie~ here is that people tend to feel

So, while we have some things that we've been
negotiating on -- particularly in the bilateral field -- there's no
decision yet what to do with them. And that's going to be left for
the leaders to discuss.
Q
We're told that you expect to take away an agreement
on c~ltural exchange, an agreement on air safety, and on the
councillor

AMBASSADOR HARTMAN: Well, these are the things that are
practically finished. And, so, if the leaders decided that they
want~d to see that they were finished at this meeting, they could do
it.
I don't think any of us believe that those would be significant
breakthroughs. He've come along with those agreements to this point,
and they could be finished without a summit, frankly.
But if people
choose to finish them at this time, fine with us.
The Soviets have worn two faces in this pre-summit
buildup. ~hey've been friendly and outgoing at public briefings,
courting the American and world press. They've also blustered
· ~omewhat, accusing the U.S. of trying to torpedo the summit in the
leak of the Weinberger letter and so forth. Do you expect them to be
any different in their private conversations inside those meeting
rooms than they are publicly?
Q

AMBASSADOR HARTMAN: Yes, absolutely. What you're
seeing publicly, no matter how august the titles are that these guys
run under -- general or academician or whatever they're called -they are propagandists. And one of the things that you can notice as
they talk about these issues is that they're always talking about the
debates in our country or in our countries in the West generally.
You never find them talking about any debates in the Soviet Union.
You never find them talking about any differences of opinion about
policy in the Soviet Union. In fact, they never talk about anything
in the soviet Union. And, inaeed, their briefings never go to the
Soviet Union.
so, I think one has to take with a grain of salt this
whole operation that's going on.
I welcome it actually.
I think
it's a nice idea to get them out so the Western public can really see
MORE
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how they hanale information.
Q
Well, give us some kind of measure -- some -- by
contrast how you would expect the conversations inside, behind the
closed doors, t0 go?
N1~BASSADOR HART~J.AN:

Oh, I think the conversations
behind the closed doors will be much m0re serious.
I don't think
that Mr. Gorbachev has come all this way -- I know our President
hasn't -- to just make point:.:> :n a I\ ind of debate.
I think when two
leaders at this lev~l get togethar, they're looking for a -- trying
to pitch ahead their views to what should be the strategic view of
our relaticnship~ where should we be five or ten years from now. And
that's the kin~ of level of discussion I think we're going to g~t
from these two men. And I hope that it'll help us in some specific
negotiations.
Q
We've had kind of a two-, three-day storm over the
release of the Weinberger letter on arms control. Do you expect the
public release of tl"!at letter to make a difference -- a dime's worth
of difference -- inside the summit roofil? It made a lot of it
outside, but
.i-.~1BAS3ADCk HAR'i'MhN:
had anything else tc write o~out

iJ

l'l~ll,

N·1BASS_l\OOR
Q

Yes, wel.l, that's 'because no one
couple cf days.

t~ese

the Savi E::t~ made a lot out ot it.
HART.1:-1.Al~:

Yes, they make a lot out of --

Bu '... in

AMBASSADOR. f-!..1\RTnl\N:

-- anything that happens on our

side.
Q

Inside, is it going to make a dime's worth of

difference?
AMBASSADOF HARTMAN: No, no.
I don't think so because
everyone knows that our Defense D2?artment has been very unhappy,
and, indeed, our ~overnment's been very unhappy about violations of
the SALT II agreement. And that will be one of the considerations
that goes into the President'~ decision-making when he decides
whetber to continue his present policy of not undercutting the SALT
II agreements. ~hat's no surprise to the Soviets. We've been taking
it up with them ri9ht here in Geneva in a special committee designed
just to discuss this sort of thing.
Q
Human rights issue:
Immediately before the summit
the Soviets made what some within the administration have termed a
token good-will gesture. Do you have any reason to expect that it
will go beyond the token good-will gesture?

AMBASSADOR HARTMAN: Well, first, I'd like to cautior. on
the gesture. To my knowledge, no one on that list has received
official word from the Soviet government. This is all based on a
conversation one of my officers had in Moscow with so~eone in the
Foreign Office. I would prefer not to make any judgments at all
about even that small list until the people -- the individuals -- are
notifi~d and until we know if there are any conditions attached.
Abe Stolarz has twice in the past received permission to
leave. He's an American citizen. But there always have been
conditions attached to it -- that his daughter-in-law, for example,
cannot go with him, either because her mother does not wish to give
her permission or because the son and daughter-in-law were not
married properly by Soviet law.
So I just want to wait to see what happens.
I think if
these go ahead it is a gesture; we welcome it. And we would
t-'10RE
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obviously like to see others in the same position treated in
way.
Secretary

(~
jud~;c.;

thin~; it m] ght depend
t~ll,::; w ~th the Pr<.::3 ident

Do you

his

Al-iBASSADOR H..:?\..~T~..}_N:

I

t~1e

on how the General
are going?

ila"e no idea what would influenc

his decision.
Q

Thank yt)u,

,.,c ••"\.mba~sa~or.
END
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0
Mr. Ambassador, by the time we're on the air with
this, it'll be less than 24 hours before the summit -- first summit
session. Do you have anything nailed down yet -- any hard-and-fast
agreements that you know you can take away from the summit?
AfiBASSAOOR HARTMAl-1: Well, I , think one of the
difficulties here is that people tend to feel that a meeting like
this is entirely precooked, and what that neglects is the
personalities cf the leaders. Our President, and I'm sure it's
exactly the same thing on the Soviet side, like to have some
decisions to make themselves. And they like to feel that they are
conducting a conversation that may, in fact, form what comes out of
this meeting.
So, while we have some things that we've been
negotiating on -- particularly in the bilateral field -- there's no
decision yet what to do with them. And that's going to be left for
the leaders to discuss.
Q
We're told that you expect to take away an agreement
on c~ltural exchange, an agreement on air safety, and on the
councillor

AMBASSADOR HARTMAN: Well, these are the things that are
practically finished. And, so, if the leaders decided that they
want~d to see that they were finished at this meeting, they could do
it.
I don't think any of us believe that those would be significant
breakthroughs. He've come along with those agreements to this point,
and they could be finished without a summit, frankly.
But if people
choose to finish them at this time, fine with us.
Q
The Soviets have worn two faces in this pre-summit
buildup. ~hey've been friendly and outgoing at public briefings,
courting the American and world press. They've also blustered
somewhat, accusing the U.S. of trying to torpedo the summit in the
leak of the Weinberger letter and so forth. Do you expect them to be
any different in their private conversations inside those meeting
rooms than they are publicly?

AMBASSADOR HARTMAN: Yes, absolutely. What you're
seeing publicly, no matter how august the titles are that these guys
run under -- general or academician or whatever they're called -they are propagandists. And one of the things that you can notice as
they talk about these issues is that they're always talking about the
debates in our country or in our countries in the West generally.
You never find them talking about any debates in the Soviet Union.
You never find them talking about any differences of opinion about
policy in the Soviet Union.
In fact, they never talk about anything
in the soviet Union. And, inaeed, their briefings never go to the
Soviet Union.
So, I think one has to take with a grain of salt this
whole operation that's going on. I welcome it actually.
I think
it's a nice idea to get them out so the Western public can really see
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how they hanale information.

Q
Well, give us some kind of measure -- some -- by
contrast how you would expect the conversations inside, behind the
closed dooro, to go?
~'~BAS3ADOR HART~i.AN:
Oh, I think the conversations
behind the closed doots will be much mvre serious.
I don't think
that Mr. Gorbachev has come all this ~ay -- I know our President
hasn't -- to just make point:.; ::.n a kind of debate.
I think when two
leaders at this lev~l get together, th~y're looking for a -- trying
to pitch ahead their views to what should be the strategic view of
our relaticnship~ where should we be five or ten years from now. And
that's the kin~ of level of discussion I think we're going to g~t
from these two men. And I hope that it'll help us in some specific
negotiations.

Q
We've had kind of a two-, three-day storm over the
release of the Weinberger letter on arms control. Do you expect the
public releaee of t~at letter to make a difference -- a dime's worth
of difference -- inside the summit roohl? It made a lot of it
outside, but

;-.}1BASSA'!){)}{ P..AR'fi~Al:~: Yes, well, that's ·b ecause no one
had anything else to write o~out these couple cf days.

U

Wall, the

Sovi&t~

Ai'iBASS_l\OOR HARTlv!fu'l:
Q

Bu'~

made a lot out of it.
Yes, they make a lot out of --

in

AMBASSADOR Kl:\RTiL1\N:

-- anything that happens on our

side.
Q

Inside, is it going to make a dime's worth of

difference?
AMBASSADOF HARTMAN: No, no.
I don't think so because
everyone knows that our Defense Da~artment has been very unhappy,
and, indeed, our sovernment's been very unhappy about violations of
the SALT II agr~ement. And that will be one of the considerations
that goes into the President'~ decision-making when he decides
whetber to continue his present policy of not undercutting the SALT
II agreements. ~hat's no surprise to the Soviets. We've been taking
it up with them ri9ht here in Geneva in a special committee designed
juBt to discuss this sort of thing.
Q
Human rights issue:
Immediately before the summit
the Soviets made what some within the administration have termed a
token good-will gesture. Do you have any reason to expect that it
will go beyond the token good-will gesture?

AMBASSADOR HARTNAN: Well, first, I'd like to cautior. on
the gesture. To my knowledge, no one on that list has received
official word from the Soviet government. This is all based on a
conversation one of my officers had in Moscow with so~eone in the
Foreign Office.
I would prefer not to make any judgments at all
about even that small list until the people -- the individuals -- are
notifi~d and until we know if there are any conditions attached.
Abe Stolarz has twice in the past received permission to
leave. He's an American citizen. But there always have been
conditions attached to it -- that his daughter-in-law, for example,
cannot go with him, either because her mother does not wish to give
her permission or because the son and daughter-in-law were not
married properly by Soviet law.
So I just want to wait to see what happens.
I think if
these go ahead it is a gesture; we welcome it. And we would
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obviously like to see others in the same position treated in
way.
Secr~tary
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t~1e

Do you thin~; it m] qht deJ?end on how the General
his tc:.llto w~th the Prf.::3 ident are going?
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I oa"e no idea what would influenc
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Q
Mr. Ambassador, by the time we're on the air with
this, it'll be less than 24 hours before the summit -- first summit
session. Do you have anything nailed down yet -- any hard-and-fast
agreements that you know you can take away from the summit?

ANBASSADOR HARTMAl~: Well, I think one of the
difficulties here is that people tend to feel that a meeting like
this is entirely precooked, and what that neglects is the
personalities cf the leaders. Our President, and I'm sure it's
exactly the same thing on the Soviet side, like to have some
decisions to make themselves. And they like to feel that they are
conducting a conversation that may, in fact, form what comes out of
this mesting.
So, while we have some things that we've been
negotiating on -- particularly in the bilateral field -- there's no
decision yet what to do with them. And that's going to be left for
the leaders to discuss.
Q
We're told that you expect to take away an agreement
on c~ltural exchange, an agreement on air safety, and on the
councillor

AMBASSADOR HARTMAN: Well, these are the things that are
practically finished. And, so, if the leaders decided that they
want~d to see that they were finished at this meeting, they could do
it.
I don't think any of us believe that those would be significant
breakthroughs. He've come along with those agreements to this point,
and they could be finished without a summit, frankly.
But if people
choose to finish them at this time, fine with us.
Q
The Soviets have worn two faces in this pre-summit
buildup. ~hey've been friendly and outgoing at public briefings,
courting the American and world press. They've also blustered
somewhat, accusing the U.S. of trying to torpedo the summit in the
leak of the Weinberger letter and so forth. Do you expect them to be
any different in their private conversations inside those meeting
rooms than they are publicly?

AMBASSADOR HARTMAN: Yes, absolutely. What you're
seeing publicly, no matter how august the titles are that these guys
run under -- general or academician or whatever they're called -they are propagandists. And one of the things that you can notice as
they talk about these issues is that they're always talking about the
debates in our country or in our countries in the West generally.
You never find them talking about any debates in the Soviet Union.
You never find them talking about any differences of opinion about
policy in the Soviet Union.
In fact, they never talk about anything
in the Soviet Union. And, inaeed, their briefings never go to the
Soviet Union.
So, I think one has to take with a grain of salt this
whole operation that's going on.
I welcome it actually.
I think
it's a nice idea to get them out so the Western public can really see
MORE
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now they hanale information.

Q
Well, give us some kind of measure -- some -- by
contrast how you would expect the conversations inside, behind the
closed doors, t0 go?
~~BASSADOR HART~J.AN:
Oh, I think the conversations
behind the closed doors will be much m0re serious.
I don't think
that Mr. Gorbachev ha9 come all this ~ay -- I know our President
hasn't -- to just maks point:; ::.n a kind of debate.
I think when two
leaders at this lev~l get togethar, th~y're looking for a -- trying
to pitch ahead their views to what should be the strategic view of
our relaticnship: where should we be five or ten years from now. And
that's the kin~ of level of discussion I think we're going to g~t
from these two men. And I hope that it'll help us in some specific
negotiations.

Q
We've had kind of a two-, three-day storm over the
release of the Weinberger letter on arms control. Do you expect the
public release of tl"!at letter to make a difference -- a dime's worth
of difference -- inside the summit rooffi? It made a lot of it
outside, but

dlBAS3ADC'H P...AR'i'MAN:
had anything else tc write o~out
U

t'lell, the

Sovi~t:;a

AhBASSA.OOR HARThAN:
Q

Yes, well, that's because no one
couple cf days.

t~ese

made a lot out ot it.
Yes, they make a lot out of --

Bu '... in

AMBASSADOR

Kl\RT~l.l\.N:

-- anything that happens on our

side.

Q

InsidP., is it going to make a dime's worth of

difference?
Ai~BASSADOF HARTMAN:
No, no.
I don't think so because
everyone knows that our Defense D~?artment has been very unhappy,
and, indeed, our sovernment's been very unhappy about violations of
the SALT II agreement. And that will be one of the considerations
that goes into the President'~ decision-making when he decides
whetl1er to continue his present policy of not undercutting the SALT
II agreements. ~hat's no surprise to the Soviets. We've been taking
it up with them ri9ht here in Geneva in a special committee designed
ju$t to discuss this sort of thing.

Q
Human rights issue:
Immediately before the summit
the Soviets made what some within the administration have termed a
token good-will gesture. Do you have any reason to expect that it
will go beyond the token good-will gesture?
AMBASSADOR HART~~l:
Well, first, I'd like to cautior. on
the gesture. To my knowledge, no one on that list has received
official word from the Soviet government. This is all based on a
conversation one of my officers had in Moscow with so~eone in the
Foreign Office.
I would prefer not to make any judgments at all
about even that small list until the people -- the individuals -- are
notified and until we know if there are any conditions attached.
Abe Stolarz has twice in the past received permission to
leave. He's an American citizen. But there always have been
conditions attached to it -- that his daughter-in-law, for example,
cannot go with him, either because her mother does not wish to give
her permission or because the son and daughter-in-law were not
married properly by Soviet law.
so I just want to wait to see what happens.
I think if
these go ahead it is a gesture: we welcome it. And we would
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obviously like to see others in the same position treated in
way.
Secretary
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Do you thin~;: it mi qht deJ?end on how the General
his tc:.llt:.i w.i.th the Pr«.::3ident are going'?

Al-iBASSADOR tLl\.t-.T~.}.N:
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his decision.
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